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Abstract

The solar energy is the most abundant and eco-friendly source of energy on earth. It is the most readily available source of renewable energy on the earth; the earth receives millions of watt of energy per day which is coming in the form of solar radiation. Solar energy is captured by several conventional and new type of solar collectors of which the evacuated solar collector is the most efficient and suitable collector among all kind of solar collectors. In the present review paper, the existing evacuated tube solar collectors are studied with their applications. The most important feature of renewable energy is that it can be harnessed without the release of harmful pollution, one of most promising renewable energy source is Solar energy, the solar radiation incident on the surface of the earth can be conveniently utilized for the benefit of human society. Solar energy collectors act as heat exchangers that convert the solar radiation energy into internal energy of the transport medium.
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I INTRODUCTION

Evacuated tube solar collectors are extensively and widely used because it’s good thermal insulation characteristics and insensitivity to the direction of sun light. They are made up of vacuum glass tubes. The absence of air distinctly reduces convection and conduction thermal losses. They additionally have barium getter thing in commonplace, the principle role of getter is to hold the vacuum inside the tube and to provide a visual indicator of the vacuum status. There are three common types of evacuated tube solar collectors, which are (a) Water-in glass evacuated tube solar collector, (b) U-type evacuated tube solar collector and (c) evacuated tube heat pipe solar collector.

The Evacuated tube collector consists of a number of rows of parallel transparent glass tubes connected to a header pipe and which are used in place of the blackened heat absorbing plate we saw in the previous flat plate collector. These glass tubes are cylindrical in shape. Therefore, the angle of the sunlight is always perpendicular to the heat absorbing tubes which enables these collectors to perform well even when sunlight is low such as when it is early in the morning or late in the afternoon, or when shaded by clouds. Evacuated tube collectors are particularly useful in areas with cold, cloudy wintry weather. Evacuated tube collectors are made up of a single or multiple rows of parallel, transparent glass tubes supported on a frame. Each individual tube varies in diameter from between 1” (25mm) to 3” (75mm) and between 5’ (1500mm) to 8’ (2400mm) in length depending upon the manufacturer. Each tube consists of a thick glass outer tube and a thinner glass inner tube, (called a “twin-glass tube”) or a “thermos-flask tube” which is covered with a special coating that absorbs solar energy but inhibits heat loss. The tubes are made of borosilicate or soda lime glass, which is strong; resistant to high temperatures and has a high transmittance for solar infrared. Unlike flat panel collectors, evacuated tube collectors do not heat the water directly within the tubes. Instead, air is removed or evacuated from the space between the two tubes, forming a vacuum (hence the name evacuated tubes). This vacuum acts as an insulator reducing any heat loss significantly to the surrounding atmosphere either through convection or radiation making the collector much more efficient than the internal insulating that flat plate collectors have to offer. With the assistance of these vacuum, evacuated tube collectors generally produce higher fluid temperatures than they’re flat plate counterparts so may become very hot in summer.

II HEAT PIPE EVACUATED TUBE COLLECTORS

Heat pipe evacuated tube collectors, a sealed heat pipe, usually made of copper to increase the collectors efficiency in cold temperatures, is attached to a heat absorbing reflector plate within the vacuum sealed tube. The hollow copper heat pipe within the tube is evacuated of air but contains a small quantity of a low pressure alcohol/water liquid plus some additional additives to prevent corrosion or oxidation. This vacuum enables the liquid to vapourise at very lower temperatures than it would normally at atmospheric pressure. When sunlight in the form of solar radiation hits the surface of the absorber plate inside the tube, the liquid
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in the heat pipe quickly turns into a hot vapour type gas due to presence of the vacuum. As this gas vapor is now lighter, it rises up to the top portion of the pipe heating it up to a very high temperature. The top part of the heat pipe, and therefore the evacuated tube is connected to a copper heat exchanger called the “manifold”. When the hot vapors still inside the sealed heat tube enters the manifold, the heat energy of the vapor is transferred to the water or glycol fluid flowing through the connecting manifold. As the hot vapour looses energy and cools, it condenses back from a gas to a liquid flowing back down the heat pipe to be reheated.

III DIRECT FLOW EVACUATED TUBE COLLECTOR

Direct flow evacuated tube collectors also known as “U” pipe collectors, are different from the previous ones in that they have two heat pipes running through the centre of the tube. One pipe acts as the flow pipe while the other acts as the return pipe. Both pipes are connected together at the bottom of the tube with a “U-bend”, hence the name. The heat absorbing reflective plate acts like a dividing strip which separates the flow and the return pipes through the solar collector tubes. The absorber plate and the heat transfer tube are also vacuum sealed inside a glass tube providing exceptional insulation properties.

IV LITERATURE REVIEW

M.S. Abd-Elhady et.al [1] - the investigation improves the heating capability of evacuated tubes that comprises heat pipes. Thermal oil is inserted in the evacuated tube in order to improve the rate of heat transfer, such that the mode of heat transfer from the inner surface of the evacuated tube to the heat pipe becomes convection via the oil, as well as conduction through the installed fin. The finned surface has been replaced by a foamed-copper. An experimental setup has been developed to study the influence of oil and foamed metals on the performance of evacuated tubes with heat pipes. It has been found that the bulb temperature as well as the heating efficiency of the evacuated tube heat pipe has increased in case of inserting oil in the evacuated tube and replacing the finned surface with foamed copper. Also, the thermal oil acts as a heat storage.

Sarvenaz Sobhansarbandi et.al [2] - this investigation to Solar water heaters (SWHs) are a well-established renewable energy technology that have been widely adopted around the world. In this study we have significantly improved the Evacuated Tube solar Collectors (ETCs) by utilizing the “dry-drawable” Carbon Nanotube (CNT) sheet coatings to increase the solar energy absorption and Phase Change Materials (PCMs) to increase the heat accumulation for application in solar water heaters.
S. Siva Kumar et al. [3] - the investigation the Renewable source of energy is the future energy source that meets out our demand for energy. In this solar energy is one of the prime sources. The harnessing of the solar energy can be done in both ways Solar (PV), Solar Thermal. Solar thermal finds more suitable for domestic needs such as Space Heating, Cooling, Hot water systems, drying. Hence the need for producing thermal energy from the collectors is important. Out of all the thermal collectors the evacuated tube solar collector (ETSC) is found to have the best efficiency with low solar insolation. In this paper the evacuated tube is modelled with heat pipe for the enhancement of the heat generated from the collector. The objective of this research is to design and investigate the heat transfer analysis of Heat Pipe Evacuated Tube solar collector is made of Borosilicate glass with length 1.8m and 0.058m and 0.049m diameter of outside and inside tubes for the Coimbatore location.

A.E. Kabeel et al. [4] - the investigation Modified coaxial heat pipes have been designed and manufactured to improve the thermal performance of the glass vacated solar collectors. Heat pipes were made up of two concentric copper tubes so that the annulus volume space between the concentric tubes was charged with refrigerant. In addition, the air as the working fluid at four different mass flow rates 0.0051, 0.0062, 0.007 and 0.009 kg/s flows through the inner tube of the heat pipe to the flow through the annulus between the heat pipe and glass evacuated solar tubes. The effect of the tilt angle of the evacuated tube on thermal performance of the evacuated solar tube collector was examined to obtain the optimum tilt angle during the experiments period. The influence of filling ratio for the two types of refrigerant R22 and R 134a on the thermal efficiency of the coaxial heat pipe solar collector at filing ratio range from 30% to 60% was conducted experimentally. Results show that the maximum increased in the thermal efficiency reached 67% corresponding to without heat pipes at mass flow rate 0.009 kg/s. The experiment results showed similarity between the two refrigerants.

Piotr Felinski and Robert Sekret [5] - this investigation a novel concept of using a phase change material (PCM) to store thermal energy directly within a heat pipe evacuated tube collector equipped with a compound parabolic concentrator (CPC). The excellent insulating properties of evacuated tubes and the use of latent heat are significant advantages of a PCM integrated evacuated tube collector/storage (ETC/S) over traditional solar water heaters. However, during the charge cycle of the ETC/S, direct solar radiation only reaches the exposed area of the evacuated tubes, which results in uneven heating of the PCM due to a lower energy input in the shaded area. This can be prevented by using a CPC to concentrate the solar radiation on the shaded area of the evacuated tubes, thereby raising the temperature of the PCM and quantity of stored heat.

V CONCLUSION

Evacuated tube solar collectors are more efficient than flat plate collector in the temperature range of 50–200 °C in the application of high temperature used domestic and industrial application. Because advantage of vacuum created between tube is type of collector very common and effective in cooled climate. Since it can harvest both beam and diffuse radiations more efficient than concentric types of solar collector. Since the tube is independent in case of damage only system efficiency is decrease but the other types of collector totally system damage.
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